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ABSTRACT

Objective: To evaluate the relationship between multichannel intraluminal impedance and pH monitoring (MII/pH) values in newborns with symptoms of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) and their clinical history in the first 3 years of life.

Patients and methods: Sixty-four newborns with GERD symptoms who underwent MII/pH in the first weeks of life were enrolled into a clinical follow-up program. Follow-up visits were programmed at 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24 and 36 months. Patients were divided into three groups according to duration of symptoms: short (1-3 months), medium (4-9 months) and long (>9 months), and MII/pH values were compared between these groups.

Results: Fifty-three patients completed the 3-year follow-up. The number of patients presenting with GERD symptoms decreased each month, following an exponential decay curve. When the MII/pH values of the three lifetime symptom groups were compared, differences were found in the impedance bolus exposure index (IBEI) (F=83; p=0.012) and proximal reflux frequency (F=410; p=0.022). These two MII variables showed an increasing trend from the short to the long lifetime symptom group. Weakly acidic reflux events, but not acid ones, were responsible for these differences.

Conclusion: MII/pH in newborns has a prognostic value with regard to the duration of GERD symptoms and provides useful information that clinicians may give parents about the prognosis of symptomatic infants. IBEI and proximal reflux frequency seem to be the variables with the highest predictive value. Weakly acidic reflux events play an important role in determining the duration of GERD symptoms in newborns.
INTRODUCTION

Gastroesophageal reflux (GER) can be considered physiologic in the first months of life. In newborns, a retrograde flow of gastric content in the esophagus can occur 2 or 3 times per hour and it is often accompanied by regurgitation or vomiting, but it can also be clinically silent. GER tends to resolve spontaneously and it is often controlled by conservative management (position of infant after feedings, thickened or fractionated feedings). In approximately 5% of newborns, GER can be associated with gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), characterized by different signs and symptoms influenced by the frequency and quality of reflux events. Early diagnosis and treatment of GERD are important in neonatal intensive care units (NICUs), as the disease can worsen preterm conditions and lengthen hospitalization time. Indeed, some authors have hypothesized a clinical correlation between GER and apneas of preterm newborns, chronic respiratory diseases and pneumonia, and feeding and growth problems. This hypothesis has led to the pharmacological treatment of GERD in NICUs, both during hospitalization and at discharge, based on clinical diagnosis, even if that diagnosis is not supported by relevant exams. It has been recently reported that 25% of extremely low birth weight preterm newborns are discharged with drugs for GERD, with an extreme variability across different NICUs. This is the result of the lack of guidelines and insufficient scientific information about GERD in newborns, and shows the need for more studies using new and more precise diagnostic techniques, such as multichannel intraluminal impedance and pH monitoring (MII/pH), which detects reflux events as changes in impedance recorded between pairs of electrodes located along a catheter in the esophageal lumen, and determines their pH by means of a pH-sensitive antimony electrode. MII/pH allows us not only to evidence esophageal acid exposure, but also to detect non-acid or weakly acidic reflux events that are prevalent in newborns. It was demonstrated that this technique is able to recognize a higher number of refluxes than traditional pH-metry and it is particularly suitable in newborns and its application in term and preterm newborns with GERD symptoms has been shown to be safe and well tolerated. MII/pH allows for the observation of some distinctive
features of reflux events in these patients, which could influence the corresponding clinical approach.(13) However, the use of MII/pH in clinical practice is currently limited in infants by the lack of data regarding the relationship between the examined MII/pH variables.

The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between MII/pH values recorded in a cohort of newborns with GERD symptoms, and their clinical outcome as evaluated by a 3-year clinical follow-up.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Patients with clinical symptoms of GERD, as per criteria laid out in the North American Society for Pediatric Gastroenterology and Nutrition,(2) who were admitted to the neonatal care unit of the S.Anna-Regina Margherita Children’s Hospital from 2004 to 2008 and who underwent MII/pH, were consecutively enrolled into the study.

Included patients were term newborns in the first month of life or preterm newborns with a postmenstrual age of 36-46 weeks at MII/pH that had: 1) a valid MII/pH trace for a minimum of 19 consecutive hours, excluding artifacts; 2) absence of pharmacological therapy for GERD for at least 1 week before MII/pH; 3) a diet of breast milk or formula (thickened formulas were excluded); and 4) absence of infection, metabolic, or central nervous system diseases.

Written informed consent was obtained from the parents of all included patients. The research protocol was approved by the Ethical Committee of the S.Anna-Regina Margherita Children’s Hospital.

The Orenstein questionnaire was used as a guideline to prepare an anamnestic record for each patient,(14) which detailed the anthropometric data (weight, length, head circumference), symptoms, number and amount of meals, prior treatments and doses administered, and any diagnostic examinations performed.

After patients were discharged from the hospital, clinical follow-up visits were programmed at 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24 and 36 months. Follow-up visits could be more frequent if the symptoms
worsened, or if requested by the parents. At enrollment and during follow-up visits, patients were examined and measured, and the parents were administered the structured questionnaire which included questions on whether their infant was showing symptoms, if not when the symptoms stopped, and if so what the symptoms were and the corresponding therapy. A telephone interview was administered to parents if they were unable to bring their infant to a scheduled follow-up visit. We considered patients who were not present at two sequential follow-up visits, and those who presented with other chronic diseases during the follow-up period, to be lost to follow-up.

GERD symptoms were categorized as typical (excessive regurgitations, vomiting, blenching), atypical (crying, irritability, nocturnal waking and difficulties in feeding) and respiratory problems (apneas/desaturations/bradicardia, paleness, cyanosis, cough). Patients were assigned to one or more of these groups according to the symptoms they presented at enrollment.

In order to retrospectively evaluate the relationship between MII/pH variables and duration of GERD symptoms, at the end of the follow-up period patients were classified into three lifetime symptom groups: those who presented a clinical condition suggestive of GERD for the first 3 months of life or less (short symptom group), the ones who presented this condition for 4-9 months (medium symptom group) and the ones who presented this condition for more than 9 months (long symptom group).

Z-scores of weight and height for age were calculated from the formula $Z = x - \frac{|X|}{|SD|}$, taking the CDC growth curves as reference at birth, at enrollment, at the end of symptoms and at the end of follow-up, to evaluate changes in anthropometric parameters independently from the age.

The characteristics of reflux events at enrollment were assessed by MII/pH: a single-use MII/pH intraesophageal probe with a pH-sensitive antimony electrode and seven integrated impedance electrodes was placed transnasally, with "containment" and "consolation" of the newborn, after a 3-hour fasting period. The probe was tested and calibrated before insertion, and its distal pH-sensitive tip was positioned 1.5 cm above the LES. The approximate position of the probe was calculated according to Strobel,(15) checked fluoroscopically and corrected if necessary. The catheter was
connected to an exterior impedance device (Sleuth System, Sandhill Scientific Inc., Highlands Ranch, Colorado, USA) for signal processing and recording. Impedance was measured bipolarly between paired electrodes that formed six impedance channels. The distance between adjacent electrodes was 1.5 cm. The total measuring segment extended from 1.5 cm above the LES (channel 1, distal) to the pharynx, with the pH sensor located at channel 1.

During MII/pH recording patients were kept supine on a surface inclined at 30° and received breast milk or formula from a feeding bottle every 4 hours. The MII/pH traces were visually evaluated by a single operator to avoid interobserver variability.(16) Segments with artifacts or interruptions of the signal were discarded. A MII reflux event was defined as a decrease of impedance starting in the most distal channel, extending proximally over two or more channels and followed by an increase in impedance to baseline values. The duration of a reflux event was defined as the time (in seconds) between its onset at the 50% drop in impedance from baseline relative to nadir, and bolus exit at the 50% recovery point from nadir to baseline recorded at the distal channel. Its proximal extent was defined as the number of channels sequentially involved in the temporary impedance decrease. A MII reflux event was defined as “proximal” when its proximal extent reached the most proximal MII-recording site, fluoroscopically located in the pharynx. The reflux pH was the nadir esophageal pH recorded during the event. According to these values, the reflux events were divided into acidic (pH < 4), weakly acidic (pH 4-7) and weakly alkaline (pH > 7). A pH-metry reflux event was defined as a temporary fall of the pH signal under 4 longer than 5 seconds.

MII/pH traces were analyzed by evaluating seven different parameters:

MII-reflux frequency (reflux events/hour);
MII-reflux duration (seconds);
MII-reflux proximal extent (number of channels);
MII-proximal reflux frequency (reflux events/hour);
MII-IBEI (%), calculated as the total percentage of time with bolus reflux detected by impedance;

pH-metry reflux frequency (reflux events/hour);

pH-metry reflux index (RI %), calculated as the total percentage of time with bolus reflux detected by pH-metry.

Upon discharge from the hospital it was recommended that all parents put their newborns to sleep on an inclined plane, on their back, close to the parents’ bed, and that parents not smoke and try to deliver meals slowly. Subjects who had a positive pH-metry (RI % >5) were prescribed pharmacological therapy with H2-blockers. In these patients, parents were asked to stop treatment 2 weeks before each clinical follow-up visit in order to perform symptom assessment, and to resume treatment only if their child’s symptoms worsened.

Statistical analysis

The distribution of all the continuous variables was assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk test and by graphic analysis. Date regarding growth in the three groups were evaluated by considering differences in Z score (Δ Z score) between anthropometric values at birth, at enrolment, at the end of symptoms and at the end of follow-up. Δ Z-score and MII/pH variables between different groups of patients were evaluated with ANOVA and post hoc Tukey test was used to evaluate the pair-wise significance. The Odd Ratio (OR) between MII/pH values and lifetime symptoms was evaluated using as cut-off the limits of the 95% confidence interval of each MII/pH variable.

p<0.05 was considered statistically significant. All results are shown as mean and standard deviation (SD) unless otherwise indicated. Statistical analysis was performed using the STAT software package for Windows, release 5.5 (StatSoft, Inc. Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA).

RESULTS
Sixty-four newborns were enrolled into the study, and 53 of them completed the 3-year follow-up. Eleven patients were lost to follow-up: eight because they were not present at two sequential follow-up visits and the three others because they were diagnosed with congenital pathologies after enrollment (Di George syndrome, Hirshprung disease and cystic fibrosis).

The 53 newborns (18 preterm, 35 term) who completed the follow-up had a mean±SD gestational age of 37.3±3.0 weeks, and a birth weight and length of 2758.3±681 grams and 46.5±4.7 cm, respectively. At MII/pH they had a mean age of 28.9±17.3 days, with a postmenstrual age of 41.4±2.5 weeks, a weight of 3395.1±696.3 grams and a length of 51.9±2.7 cm.

At enrollment, 44 newborns presented typical GERD symptoms, 34 presented atypical symptoms and 45 had respiratory problems. Seven (13.2%) newborns presented only one category of symptoms, 24 (45.3%) had symptoms belonging to two different categories and 22 (41.5%) had symptoms from all three defined categories of GERD symptoms.

The mean GERD symptoms duration was 6.4±6.8 months (median 4.5; inter-quartile range 0.3-35.4). The number of patients presenting with GERD symptoms decreased during the follow-up period, following an exponential decay curve: at 3 months 44 (83%) patients displayed GERD symptoms, but only 18 patients (34.0%) displayed symptoms at 6 months, 13 (24.5%) at 9 months, 10 (18.9%) at 12 months, 3 (5.7%) at 18 months, two (3.8%) at 24 months and one at 36 months.

Typical GERD symptoms were predominant in the first 3–4 months, and completely disappeared at 24 months; atypical symptoms became predominant between 4 and 24 months, and completely disappeared at 30 months. Respiratory problems showed a rapid decline between 1 and 6 months, due to a strong reduction in apneas, desaturation and bradicardia, but they became predominant in the infants still symptomatic after 26 months for the appearance of chronic cough after 18 months (Figure 1).

During a total of 1273.1 hours of MII/pH, 3175 reflux events (608 acid, 2567 weakly acidic) were detected by MII. Their mean±SD frequency per patient was 2.6±0.9 per hour. The mean duration was 24.9±8.7 seconds. The mean proximal extent was 4.5±0.5 channels. The mean pH was
5.0±0.6 and the mean IBEI% was 1.8±0.9. The number of proximal reflux events was 2283 (71.90%) with a mean frequency per patient of 1.9±0.8 reflux events per hour.

A total of 1271 reflux events were detected by pH-metry. The mean±SD reflux frequency per patient was 1.1±0.7, and the RI% was 3.1±2.3. Only 10 infants had a positive pH-metry (RI% > 5) without significant differences for the other MII/pH variables compared to the other patients, and were discharged with a prescription for of H2-blockers. Two of them were treated for 1 month, 1 for 2-3 months, 2 for 4-6 months and 5 for more than 6 months. All of them achieved partial improvement of symptoms during pharmacological treatment.

We compared MII/pH values between patients who presented clinical symptoms at enrollment from one, two, or three of the categories defined in this study, and were not found statistical differences between values for all the MII and pH variables.

Nineteen patients were assigned to the short lifetime symptom group, 22 to the medium group and 12 to the long group.

There were no differences between the three groups for age, gestational age, postmenstrual age and anthropometric measures at MII/pH (Table 1).

Δ Z-score for weight between short, medium and long lifetime symptom groups were respectively -0.24±0.55; -0.25±0.47 and -0.19±0.56 (p=0.95, F=0.05) between birth and enrollment; 0.04±0.29; 0.22±0.67 and -0.45±0.58 (p=0.02, F=4.30; p=0.04 short vs. long group; p=0.02 medium vs. long group) between enrollment and the end of symptoms; 0.58±0.83; 0.67±1.12 and 0.54±0.58 (p=0.91, F=0.09) between the end of symptoms and the end of follow-up.

Δ Z-score for height between short, medium and long lifetime symptom groups were respectively 0.46±0.92; 0.62±0.87 and 0.52±1.08 (p=0.86, F=0.15) between birth and enrollment; 0.73±0.38; 0.41±0.30 and 0.18±0.25 (p=0.88, F=0.13) between enrollment and the end of symptoms; 0.02±0.48; 0.11±0.36 and 0.13±0.35 (p=0.72, F=0.33) between the end of symptoms and the end of follow-up.
When comparing the MII/pH values of the three groups of patients, differences were found in IBEI (p=0.012, F=4.835) and proximal reflux frequency (p=0.022, F=4.105). These two MII variables showed a progressive increasing trend from the short to the long symptom group. No differences were found between the three groups for the other MII variables, or for pH variables (Table 1).

The 95% CI limits for IBEI and proximal reflux frequency were 1.58-2.10 and 1.68-2.13 respectively. On a total of 24 patients with IBEI lower than the lower 95% CI limit, 22 (91.7%) resolved symptoms in the first 9 months (OR 5.8; CI 1.13-29.77; p=0.036), whereas 8/18 (44.4%) patients with IBEI greater than the upper 95% CI limit presented symptoms over 9 months (OR 6.2; CI 1.54-25.04; p=0.001).

On a total of 24 patients with proximal reflux frequency lower than the lower 95% CI limit, 21 (87.5%) resolved symptoms in the first 9 months (OR 3.15; CI 0.74-13.33; p=0.19), whereas 8/19 (42.1%) patients with proximal reflux frequency greater than the upper 95% CI limit presented symptoms over 9 months (OR 0.18; CI 0.46-0.732; p=0.016).

Finally, we evaluated the two significant MII variables, IBEI and proximal reflux frequency, separately for acid and weakly acidic reflux events in the three lifetime symptom groups (Figure 2). We observed that weakly acidic reflux events, but not acid reflux events, were responsible for the significant differences observed between the three groups of patients for both MII variables.

**DISCUSSION**

MII/pH is a novel technique to detect GER in newborns and infants.(13) The reliability of MII/pH in detecting reflux events and its ability to characterize them according to duration, proximal extent and pH make this technique excellent for clinical research; it has already been used in newborns to assess the relationship between apnea of preterm and GER,(4),(17),(18) the effects of drugs(19),(20) and thickening agents.(21) However, the lack of reference values and the incomplete knowledge of the clinical significance of the majority of measured variables limit its use in clinical practice. The present study represents, to our knowledge, the first attempt to investigate
the relationship between MII/pH values assessed in the first weeks of life in infants with GERD symptoms, and clinical outcome, with 3 years of follow-up.

During follow-up, GERD symptoms tended to disappear spontaneously, following a decay curve in which half of the patients were asymptomatic in the fifth month of age, and the vast majority were asymptomatic after the first year of life according with what was demonstrated in a previous prospective study.(22)

Analysis of MII/pH variables demonstrated that, as already observed by other authors, in the first weeks of life the frequency of reflux events is physiologically high (2-4 reflux events/hour) and that weakly acidic reflux events are predominant.(9) We also observed a high proximal reflux frequency, which represented more than two-thirds of the total reflux events.

The most relevant result was the demonstration of a relationship between two of the MII/pH variables and lifetime symptoms. In particular, we observed that the short symptom group (who were asymptomatic 3 months after enrollment) had a significantly lower IBEI and proximal reflux frequency compared with the long symptoms group (whose symptoms were resolved in 4-6 months).

In our sample, the patients with IBEI values and proximal reflux frequency respectively lower than 1.51 and 1.68 were related with a high probability to have a duration of symptoms shorter than 9 months, whereas the patients with IBEI values greater than 2.10 were related with a high probability to have a duration of symptoms longer than 9 months.

Furthermore, the patients of the long symptom group presented a slower weight growth between the disappearance of symptoms and the enrollment. These results suggest that high values of IBEI and proximal reflux frequency revealed by MII/pH could be predictive of prolonged duration of symptoms and failure in weight growth.

It is well known that MII/pH values are influenced by age. A limit of the present study was to consider a sample of patients formed by both preterm and term newborns. Differences in gestational age among our patients might have weakened our results by increasing the variability of MII/pH
and anthropometric values, but did not invalidate the differences between the three lifetime symptoms groups that were homogeneous regarding age, gestational age, weight and length at enrolment.

The second important result emerged from the analysis of the relationship between the MII variables and duration of GERD symptoms by acid and weakly acidic reflux events separately. Indeed, weakly acidic reflux events, but not acid reflux events, were significant in determining the differences in IBEI and proximal reflux frequency in the three different lifetime symptom groups.

It should be noted that neither of the two variables obtained from pH-metry alone (pH-reflux frequency and RI), were useful in identifying lifetime symptom groups. This finding shows that MII/pH is more accurate than pH-metry alone to study GERD in the first weeks of life,(23) in agreement with the hypothesis that the pH-metry alone is not sufficient to study GER in newborns because of the prevalence of weakly acidic reflux events due to the frequent consumption of milk, which buffers gastric acidity. These findings support the hypothesis that weakly acidic reflux events have a key role in determining GERD symptoms in newborns and suggest that the role of H2-blockers and proton pump inhibitors in the first months of life should be reconsidered. In fact, these drugs have been described as inefficient in newborns(24),(25) and potentially harmful to preterm newborns.(26)

CONCLUSION

MII/pH performed in first weeks of life has a prognostic value for duration of GERD symptoms. IBEI and proximal reflux frequency seem to be the variables with the highest predictive value. Weakly acidic reflux events play an important role in determining the duration of GERD symptoms in newborns. These results represent useful information that clinicians may give parents with regard to prognosis, and they offer the first reference values of MII/pH in symptomatic newborns, which could be useful in interpreting these values in clinical practice.
**Abbreviations:** GER - gastroesophageal reflux; GERD - gastroesophageal reflux disease; IBEI - impedance bolus exposure index; MII/pH - multichannel intraluminal impedance and pH monitoring; NICU - neonatal intensive care unit; RI - reflux index; SD - standard deviation; LES - lower esophageal sphincter.
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**Figure 1.** Frequency of GERD symptoms by symptom category during follow-up: (A) absolute frequencies; (B) normalized frequencies.

Notes: typical symptoms include excessive regurgitations, vomiting, blenching; atypical symptoms include crying, irritability, nocturnal waking and difficulties in feeding; respiratory problems include apneas/desaturations/bradicardia, paleness, cyanosis, cough.

**Figure 2.** IBEI (A) and proximal reflux frequency (B) values of acid and weakly acidic reflux events in short, medium and long lifetime symptom groups. Data are presented as mean (dots), SD (boxes) and range (whiskers).